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In her will, Doris Duke wrote of her desire to 
This aspiration—simple in its expression but sweeping in its implication—
forms the centerpiece of the mission of the Environment Program of the 
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation.
Since 1997, the Environment Program has invested more than $130 million in a wide range of initiatives to conserve 
wildlife in this country. These grants have helped strengthen the capacity of the conservation community, train the 
next generation of conservation leaders, and foster innovation across the sector. And they have helped protect 
such signature American landscapes as Greater Yellowstone and New England’s Northern Forest.
Yet much more needs to be done. The nation’s plants and animals are growing ever more vulnerable, and we 
are running out of time. The relentless conversion of our native forests, rivers, lakes and grasslands to suburban, 
agricultural and energy development is eroding the integrity of the natural places that nourish wildlife and 
people alike. Fortunately, this problem is not unsolvable. With cooperation, commitment—and money—the 
future of America’s wildlife could be bright indeed.
In 2004, the Environment Program sharpened the focus of its wildlife conservation efforts, aligning its grant-making 
activities to support the development and implementation of the wildlife action plans recently completed by all 
50 states. For the first time, every state has articulated a shared vision for wildlife conservation—a vision that is 
grounded in sound science, common sense and collaboration.
The Doris Duke Charitable Foundation is committed to helping translate this promising vision into action and reality, 
and looks forward to partnering with others to accelerate the conservation of essential habitats nationwide.
Joan E. Spero, President
June 2006
preserve wildlife,  
both flora and fauna, 
in the United States.
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To most Americans, the word “wildlife” conjures up images of the teeming tropical forests of the Amazon or the 
vast grasslands of the Serengeti. Little do they realize that habitats here in the United States also harbor wildlife 
of global significance.
America’s natural bounty encompasses an astonishing array of landscapes, from the Great Plains that are home to 
bison, elk, and antelope to the Eastern Forests with their songbirds. Although California, Hawaii, and Florida top 
the list for sheer diversity and rarity, every state in the U.S. harbors important wildlife populations.
In all, the United States is home to more than 200,000 identified species of plants and animals. An equal number, 
perhaps, are still unknown—scientists keep finding new ones all the time.
Rich in wildlife, it comes as no surprise that the U.S. is also rich in its variety of wildlife habitats. The U.S. hosts 
significant percentages of the world’s temperate grasslands, broadleaf forests, and Mediterranean habitats, as well 
as its most diverse freshwater habitats. And although much of the nation’s original land cover has been converted 
to other uses, 40 percent remains untouched—enough to support healthy wildlife populations over the long run.
The need to conserve these places transcends both our moral obligation to care for all of creation or any aesthetic 
arguments for preserving the beauty of nature. As a matter of pure self-interest, it surpasses even the utilitarian 
practicality of “saving all the parts,” as the ecologist Aldo Leopold famously advised. It speaks instead to the 
inextricable linkages between the health of wildlife and the health of humans. After all, these same habitats provide 
clean water and clean air, food and forage—for the very essence of life.
Wildlife  
in America
2
The United States is considered one of the 
world’s most biologically diverse countries.
The freshwater rivers, creeks, and cave systems of the American Southeast sustain 
an astonishing array of wildlife. A single tributary of the Cumberland River, 
for example, harbors more species of fish than all of Europe, while researchers 
regularly discover species new to science in caves like this one in Tennessee.
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4By far the most 
 immediate threat 
to the nation’s 
wildlife, habitat loss 
imperils 85% of  
at-risk species 
in the U.S.
The explosive growth of suburban areas across the 
country, such as this development near San Diego, 
can quickly engulf essential habitats of common 
and endangered species alike.
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Although headlines have heralded some important conservation victories in recent years—with the impressive 
recoveries of such animals as bison, eagles, ospreys, and wolves—these success stories mask the true condition 
of the nation’s wildlife. Look further down the food chain and the picture is not so bright. An alarming percentage 
of the wildlife in the United States is in trouble.
Fully one-third of the country’s plants and animals are either endangered, imperiled, or in jeopardy. Some 500 
species are feared extinct.
The threats to wildlife are numerous, and at times can seem overwhelming. Pollution, the great killer of species 
during the early decades of the environmental movement in the 1960s and 1970s, still threatens a quarter of the 
nation’s wildlife in one form or another. Overharvesting is responsible for such environmental calamities as the 
collapse of cod fisheries in the North Atlantic. And invasive species like tamarisk, kudzu and the zebra mussel are 
wreaking havoc on whole ecosystems.
But one threat to America’s animals and plants stands clearly above the rest: habitat loss, which threatens no less 
than 85 percent of the country’s at-risk species. And as woodlands are converted to subdivisions and shopping 
malls, prairies become cornfields, and wetlands are filled—the problem will only accelerate.
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In some cases, there is a direct link between habitat loss and the endangerment, or even extinction, of wildlife. 
Plants with very small geographic ranges, for example, are particularly vulnerable; so too are species with highly 
specialized needs like the ground-nesting birds of Hawaii or the unique denizens of the caves of Tennessee.
But habitat loss also threatens other kinds of wildlife, albeit it in a more indirect fashion. By disconnecting the 
parts—separating predators from their prey, impeding movements between foraging and breeding grounds—
habitat fragmentation not only imperils wildlife but undermines how ecosystems function as a whole.
To bears, mountain lions, migratory birds, and other wide-roaming species, much of the country resembles a 
daunting obstacle course, with roads and power lines and second-home development fragmenting the landscape 
into patches of habitat too small to sustain them over time.
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“If the biota, in the course of aeons, has built something we like but do not 
understand, then who but a fool would discard seemingly useless parts? 
To keep every cog and wheel is the first precaution of intelligent tinkering.”
Aldo Leopold, American Ecologist 1887–1948
As recently as 15 years ago, there were still large dark areas in the 
continental U.S., reflecting intact wildlife habitats. Now the human 
“footprint” reaches almost every corner of the country.
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Nothing illustrates the collective impact of habitat loss 
in the United States more starkly than this image of the country 
at night, as viewed from space. 
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With their votes and their wallets,  
Americans are showing a tremendous willingness
to protect wildlife habitats.
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This is not only inspired by the push to 
protect open space, but by the desire to 
conserve the watersheds that supply safe 
drinking water, the forests that help clean 
the air, and the untrammeled landscapes 
that inspire the imagination. Wildlife action 
plans now offer a blueprint for how best to 
direct these efforts.
An Opportunity 
Awaits
The pervasive and far-reaching impact of habitat loss on America’s wildlife requires an equally urgent and far-reaching 
response. The good news is that every state now has a wildlife action plan in place to focus land conservation 
activities on the most essential habitat for wildlife survival.
Wildlife action plans were first conceived in 2001, when Congress mandated that each state develop a comprehensive 
strategy for conserving its wildlife. The states each submitted their plans to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for 
approval in October 2005, marking the beginning of a promising new era for conservation.
Across the country, state agencies were careful to include in their action plans game and non-game species, common 
species as well as endangered ones. They identified and prioritized critical wildlife habitat, in many cases using 
the latest technology to map these lands. They also brought multiple stakeholders to the table, enabling the 
establishment of a common conservation agenda that enjoys broad acceptance within each state.
For the first time, land conservation at the state level is being driven by a shared vision, embodied in a plan 
developed with sound science and common sense. As a result, the action plans have the potential to bring 
much-needed coherence and context to the process of allocating resources for conservation.
Some leading states have already integrated their plans into the work of other state agencies, used the plans to 
reach out to the land-trust and NGO communities, or recalculated their priority list for new land acquisitions based 
on the plans. Other states are working together across state lines to account for species that migrate across 
broad geographic areas. And through the work of existing coalitions of conservation groups, state agencies are 
working hard to boost the federal commitment to implementing the action plans.
This disciplined focus on wildlife action plans represents a significant shift in the nation’s conservation agenda—
a shift with the potential to remedy some of the weaknesses of the ad hoc approach of the past.
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Collectively, conservation efforts across the United States have 
succeeded in protecting approximately half of the habitat needed 
to ensure the survival of native plant and animal populations. The 
cost of conserving the remainder is estimated at $5–$8 billion 
per year, which is not as much as it might seem when considering 
that $4 billion per year already is being spent.
Unlike environmental challenges such as climate change and invasive species, the problem of habitat loss has a 
relatively simple solution—money.
The challenge, of course, is ramping up protection fast enough to halt the irreversible loss of essential habitats, 
which will take money—and a lot of it. In fact, by some estimates, conserving all of the priority areas identified in 
the action plans would require at least $5 billion a year for the next 30 years.
But this figure is actually less daunting than it seems. Already, the United States commits more than $4 billion in 
public and private funds annually to protect land. Much of this amount goes to purchase land directly, with the 
vast majority of such funds raised at the state, county, or municipal level or by nonprofit land-trusts.
Indeed, one of the best-kept political secrets of the past decade has been the phenomenal success at the ballot box 
of bond initiatives for land protection. More than 80 percent of these initiatives have passed, generating billions 
for conservation. In short, in an era defined by tax cuts, tens of millions of Americans have voted to increase their 
taxes to save land.
However, more than half of all threatened species in the U.S. are found on privately owned lands, and in many 
cases, the purchase of private land is neither possible nor optimal from a conservation perspective.
A big part of the funding equation for habitat protection going forward will therefore revolve around underwriting 
incentives for landowners to manage their lands in ways compatible with wildlife conservation.
Accelerating 
Habitat Protection
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These incentives include set-aside programs for 
farmers and ranchers, such as the existing federal 
conservation and wetlands reserve programs. The 
purchase of no-development easements on key 
parcels will also be part of the solution, as will 
support for investments in sustainable forestry 
and fisheries.
As challenging as all of this might sound, there’s a 
precedent for a public-works initiative on this scale: 
it took about 30 years and $400 billion to build the 
interstate highway system. Why not create a national 
conservation system, for about the same price and 
time commitment? What better legacy could we 
bequeath to future generations?
Clean water, clean air, open spaces and abundant 
wildlife—all of these things are critical for human 
welfare. The state wildlife action plans chart the 
course for conserving the lands needed to sustain 
wildlife into the future—our challenge now is to 
implement them.
Conservation in the 21st Century
Crafted by scientists and public officials with input from a wide 
array of stakeholders, state wildlife action plans reflect a growing 
consensus in the land conservation community about the most 
important habitat to conserve for wildlife in the U.S.
This comprehensive approach to wildlife conservation is built on 
five core principles:
b  Inclusive, to protect all species of wildlife;
b  Proactive, to prevent common species from becoming imperiled;
b  State-based, to reflect the shift from federal to state government  
as the center of gravity in conservation;
b  Incentive-driven, to engage private landowners in market-based 
solutions; and
b  Participatory, to ensure that all stakeholders have a voice in 
the process.
Impressed by these principles and the potential of the plans 
themselves, the Environment Program of the Doris Duke Charitable 
Foundation decided in 2004 to use state wildlife action plans as a 
focusing mechanism for its environmental grantmaking.
States such as Tennessee have created maps of their priority conservation areas as part 
of their State Wildlife Action Plans. Source: TN State Wildlife Action Plan.
Terrestrial Habitat 
Prioritization Scores:
Lowest Priority 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Highest Priority
Land Protection Initiative
In June 2006 the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation launched a major land-protection initiative that explicitly links 
the foundation’s capital grants with states that have prepared high-quality wildlife action plans.
The first region selected for the Land Protection Initiative is the Southeast, with a lead grant of $7.5 million awarded 
to The Conservation Fund. These funds will be re-granted for projects listed as priorities in the plans for Tennessee, 
Georgia, North Carolina, and Alabama. Leveraged with local private and public funds, the grant should generate 
more than $35 million to protect essential habitats in those four states. The foundation anticipates investing a 
similar amount of its own capital in at least two other regions of the United States in 2007 and 2008.
Additional Support for State Wildlife Action Plans
The foundation’s support for state wildlife action plans includes grants for identifying critical lands, implementing 
land protection, and building conservation knowledge. Within its current grantmaking strategies, the foundation 
has approved a total of $43 million in grants to the Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies through AWARE, 
The Conservation Fund, Defenders of Wildlife, Environmental Defense, Environmental Law Institute, Land Trust 
Alliance, Massachusetts Audubon Society, National Council for Science and the Environment, National Fish and 
Wildlife Foundation, National Wildlife Federation, The Nature Conservancy, NatureServe, Open Space Conservancy, 
Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership, Trust for Public Land, Wildlife Conservation Society, and the 
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation.
With the foundation’s support, these grantees are generating significant momentum behind the state wildlife 
action plans: they are providing capital, coordination, education, research and leadership in implementing the 
action plans on multiple fronts across the country.
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Since its founding in 1997, the Environment Program has approved more than 100 grants totaling more 
than $130 million. The foundation’s grantees, in turn, have leveraged roughly $550 million  
in public and private funding, accelerating conservation across the country and leading 
directly to the protection of more than 1.4 million acres of critical habitat in areas such as  
the Northern Forest, Greater Yellowstone, and the Lowcountry, shown here.
DDCF Headquarters & Grantmaking Programs
650 Fifth Avenue, 19th Floor, New York, NY 10019  
Phone (212) 974-7000 Fax (212) 974-7590 www.ddcf.org
© June 2006
W.E. Andrews, an ISO 14001:2004 certified printer with Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC) Chain of Custody certification, printed 
this brochure with the use of renewable wind power resulting in 
nearly zero volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions. This  
brochure was printed on FSC-certified Mohawk Options paper,  
a process-chlorine-free 100 percent post-consumer waste paper 
manufactured entirely with 100 percent Green-e certified wind 
energy and containing 100 percent post-consumer recycled fiber.
Savings derived from using post-consumer recycled fiber in  
lieu of virgin fiber:
17.66 trees not cut down 
796.07 lbs. solid waste not generated
51.01 lbs. waterborne waste not created
1,555.80 lbs. atmospheric emissions eliminated
7,503.23 gallons water/wastewater flow saved
10,167,877.33 BTUs energy not consumed
Savings derived from choosing a paper created with wind- 
generated electricity:  
219.89 lbs. air emissions (CO2, SO2 and NOx) not  
generated (because wind energy is emission-free!)
Fossil fuel equivalent for this amount of wind energy:
817.70 cubic feet natural gas
This amount of wind energy is equivalent to:
Planting 14.89 trees OR  
Not traveling 245.33 miles in an average automobile
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